
THE SOHO
COLLECTIONS

quality&design

from Villeroy&Boch



Villeroy&Boch have created a stunning range of products designed to 
compliment and enhance your new or existing bathroom, shower-room, 

cloakroom or en-suite project. ‘The Soho Collections’ combine three 
exclusive ranges under one banner to allow mixing and matching to your 

hearts desire to create your own special oasis.

Quality & design are prevelant throughout 

the Soho Collections, with furniture and basin 

combinations in three different styles and a 

multitude of sizes and finishes to suit all projects.  

 

SOLNA offers furniture options in high gloss 

finishes and basins with light and delicate edges 

plus WC’s with all the latest in easy clean efficient 

rimless technology.  

SOHO is a Villeroy&Boch classic design, timeless 

and strong, with a proven track record of quality 

and assurance.

V-LINE has been designed with thin modern 

edges in a flat square form creating the perfect mix 

between masculinity and femininity.

With an exclusive range of baths in Quaryl®, 

mirrors and mirror cabinets as well as a full range 

of brassware options and WC support frames, the 

Soho Collections offer you the complete solution.

THE SOHO
COLLECTIONS

quality&design

from Villeroy&Boch

The brassware shown here is not from the Soho Collections.



Since 1748, the name Villeroy&Boch has been a byword for the utmost 
in quality and dependability. With precise craftsmanship, state-of-the-art 

technology and strict quality standards, we create products that, even many 
years later, function just as well as they did on the first day.

When it comes to the quality of our products, 

perfection is always the goal. We want you to 

feel at home in your Villeroy&Boch bathroom 

for many years to come. That’s why you will find 

that we offer a variety of reliable solutions that 

all share one thing in common: first-class quality 

and a particularly long service life. We ensure this 

with all our experience, but also with new ideas, 

with constant research and strict quality testing. 

As a result, our products must pass more than 

25 checks, from tests of raw materials through to 

delivery.

An effort that’s worth it: after all, bathrooms are 

replaced just once every 20 years or so. And an 

expectation you can experience in every detail. 

It is evident in the careful workmanship of our 

products — and in their perfect functionality. You 

can recognise it in scratchproof and dirt-repellent 

ceramics, in silently closing drawers, and in many 

other special features that make your stay in the 

bathroom an absolute delight. With every product 

we make, you can rest assured of owning a piece of 

lasting value.

QUALITY
the uncompromised

of Villeroy&Boch

The brassware shown here is not from the Soho Collections.
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Stylish design has always been Villeroy&Boch’s trademark.  With a fine 
sense for trends, we design distinctive bathrooms that 

make life more beautiful and more comfortable.

Today, beautiful design in the bathroom goes 

without saying. It creates an atmospheric setting, 

invites you to relax and offers space for individual 

style. At Villeroy&Boch, we recognised the 

importance of design as a feel good factor early 

on. For more than 100 years, we have been 

transforming functional washrooms into stylish 

living spaces — with timelessly modern forms 

and designs that shape the relevant trends in the 

bathroom. Designed by high-profile international 

designers and our own award-winning designers,

whether in purist lines or sensually elegant, each 

and every one of our bathroom collections has a 

distinctive face. With their successful composition 

of aesthetics and functionality, of sustainability and 

comfort, for many years they have delighted design 

juries from around the world. So why not give in 

to the inspiration of exquisite bathroom collections 

and first-class designs that perfectly reflect your 

style? Experience your very own personal feel good 

moments — in your bathroom by Villeroy&Boch.

DESIGN
experience the

of Villeroy&Boch
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Fresh design, amazingly practical and excellent value for money. Solna 

has everything that a modern bathroom requires: and much more! 

In addition to a perfect look, the Villeroy&Boch bathroom collection 

sports some very practical features — from the trendy furni ture 

programme to the rimless DirectFlush toilet for optimum hygiene. 

And all this in various different sizes to cater for smaller bathrooms 

or guest bathrooms, too. Solna is ideal for those who want to show off 

their bathrooms to the best advantage.

SOLNA
value&style

the Soho Collections
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The Solna range offers furniture in 3 Crystal Gloss fronts and 3 

laminated wooden finishes and 7 different sizes from 1200mm 

double basins to 360mm cloakroom sets to match the basins.

Solna basins with their 15mm rim are designed to keep the 

water in within a slim square profile as well as having a large 

practicle tap ledge matching perfectly with Solna vanity units 

upto 1200mm in size.

SOLNA ~ furniture finishes

SOLNA ~ form

Crystal Grey Elm Impresso

Crystal Black Arizona Oak

Crystal White Nordic Oak
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Solna WC options include both wall mounted and floor 

standing close-coupled which incorporate the Villeroy&Boch 

‘DirectFlush’ high performance, low water usage easy-clean 

rimless technology.

Solna has been designed to fit seemlessly into the Soho 

Collections range of mirrors, baths and brassware. Choose your 

basin and furniture options, then your WC requirement then 

complete your project from the rest of the range, simple.

SOLNA ~ innovation

SOLNA ~ compatibility
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The original Soho range with its strong design and presence adds 

quality to any new bathroom, cloakroom or en-suite project.

Built to last, not only in design but in manufacture, Soho makes a bold 

statement. With a multitude of size and finish options Soho furniture 

gives you the breadth to fit into your new bathroom perfectly.

SOHO
original&timeless

the Soho Collections
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The Soho furniture range offers four smart modern finishes to 

compliment your theme.

Soho basins internal shapes stay consistant throughout the 

sizes, with ample space for soaps and lotions catered for by the 

handy tap ledge. On basin sizes 800mm and above flat side 

surfaces add the illusion of an inset bowl.

SOHO ~ furniture finishes

SOHO ~ form

Glossy White Stone Grey

Santana Oak White Wood
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Soho offers the a full range of WC options from wall mounted, 

to back-to-wall to floor standing close coupled with a choice of 

seat options, there’s also compact versions available for smaller 

rooms as well as a bidet.

Soho fits seemlessly into the Soho Collections range of mirrors, 

baths and brassware. Choose your basin and furniture options, 

then your WC requirement then complete your project from 

the rest of the range, it’s so easy.

SOHO ~ options

SOHO ~ compatibility

The tall unit shown here is not from the Soho Collections.
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Modern and clean, nothing reflects Villeroy&Boch design excellence 

like V-Line. Handleless furniture and sleek minimal edged basins

ensures this range makes a statement.

Square formed WC’s add to the ‘wow factor’ and enable a fluid and 

consistant design theme throughout your new bathroom. 

V-LINE
designer excellence

the Soho Collections
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V-Line furniture is available in three modern finishes; 

Glossy White, Glossy Grey and Oak Nebraska.

V-Line has been designed from the outset to use the most 

modern ceramic and furniture manufacturing processes to 

bring a fresh clean and uncluttered look to any new bathroom 

project.

V-LINE ~ furniture finishes

V-LINE ~ design

Glossy White Oak Nebraska

Glossy Grey
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V-Line WC options include both wall mounted and floor 

standing close-coupled which incorporate the Villeroy&Boch 

‘DirectFlush’ high performance, low water usage easy-clean 

rimless technology.

Modern design requires matching accessories and V-Line is no 

exception, mix your V-Line basin, furniture and WC with any 

of the baths, brassware, mirrors or cabinets from within the 

Soho Collections.

V-LINE ~ water saving

V-LINE ~ compatibility

Main image brassware shown is not from the Soho Collections.
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The Soho Collection baths come in standard and unique shapes and 

sizes and all are manufactured in the exclusive Quaryl® material giving 

a beautiful finish in a solid form.

All Soho Collection baths are suitable for any of the three Soho 

Collection ranges.

BATHING
your exclusive oasis

the Soho Collections

Exclusively from Villeroy & Boch and trusted globally for 25 years. By blending 60% natural 

quartz and high-quality acrylic, a unique material was created that combines the best properties 

of both materials. Quaryl® can be used for precise and versatile designs, it is very resistant and 

pleasant to the touch. An unusual material for beautiful bathroom products with  lasting value.

QUARYL® ~ strength&design

Brassware shown here is not from the Soho Collections.
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Soho Collection baths are available in vast selection of sizes 

and shapes to suit any bathroom. With unique solutions like 

the stunning 1550mm free-standing or the clever back-to-wall 

option it’s so easy to create your perfect oasis.

BATHING ~ shape&form
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The Soho Collection brassware options include three designs of 

mixer taps, bath mixers and shower options plus all your bathroom 

accessories. 

All Soho Collection brassware are suitable for any of the three Soho 

Collection ranges.

BRASSWARE
inspiring

the Soho Collections

Soho Collections brassware has three different styles, Soho 1.0, 2.0 

and Soho 3.0 each has its own modern clean design Soho 1.0 offers a 

rounder softer look where-as Soho 2.0 offers a more squarer form and 

Soho 3.0 is pure angular modernism . All Soho Collection brassware are 

manufactured to the highest standards to look fantastic year after year.

BRASSWARE ~ three versions

Soho 2.0 brassware is available in either chrome or a stunning 

tough and classy modern matt black finish.

With bidet mixers, showers, shower valves, spouts and 

accessories Soho brassware offers a complete range of products 

to suit all bathrooms, cloakrooms, en-suites or shower room 

projects.

BRASSWARE ~ two finishes

BRASSWARE ~ a complete range

Soho 1.0 basin mixer Soho 2.0 basin mixer

Soho 2.0 basin mixer in matt black

Main image shows Soho 3.0 basin mixer.
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The Soho Collection includes a selection of illuminated mirrors 

and mirror cabinets in popular sizes to suit all the SoHo basin and 

furniture options. Manufactured from high quality materials

in a clean and modern design, Soho Collection mirror cabinets offer 

the perfect storage solution, with adjustable glass shelves, shaver 

socket, mirrored doors inside and out plus elegant low energy lighting.

MIRRORED
CABINETS

crystal clear

the Soho Collections

The SoHo mirrors include efficient LED lighting and are mounted on a sturdy aluminium 

frame that places the mirror off of the wall for that sense of depth and luxury.

MIRRORS ~ with or without lights
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Villeroy&Boch are renowned for their high quality ceramic products 

and tiles are no different. The Soho Collections includes five stunning 

tile ranges to compliment all of the Soho Collections bathroom  ranges 

from Ombra with its stunning natural stone look through to Nocturne 

for a truly opulant style.

TILES
finish the look with

the Soho Collections

Main image shows Natural Blend
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OMBRA wall tiles play with the illusions of light and shadow. 

The elegant range combines two looks in a single design with 

a glamorous touch: fine stripes and a graphic-floral pattern 

that appears stronger or weaker depending on lighting and the 

viewing angle.

Ombra

Main image shows Ombra. Bath and brassware shown here are not from the Soho Collections.
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Every type of stone has its own story to tell, an existence going 

back millions of years, whose uniqueness offers inspiration for 

designers. Natural Blend offers finishes that work in all rooms 

of the home.

Townhouse has a high-quality slate design transferred to a 

colour scheme that features muted hues of White, Beige, Grey 

and Anthracite, colours and patterns harmoniously fitting in 

with the atmosphere of any room.

Natural Blend

Townhouse

Main image shows Natural Blend.
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A harmonious interplay of colors and formats, Unit Four is 

a versatile, attractive concept for modern living. The surface 

design with a discreetly structured character combines all the 

advantages of high-quality ceramics such as easy-care and sure-

footedness as well as modularity and color fastness.

The uniquely elegant charm of delicately translucent marble, its 

fine veining creating a plastic depth effect, has always enjoyed 

great popularity in discerning interiors. The NOCTURNE 

range reinterprets various marble looks, transforming them 

into contemporary styles with richly varied tile décors.

Unit Four

Nocturne

Main image shows Unit Four. Basins, bath and mirrors shown here are not from the Soho Collections.
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The Soho Collections encompass the finest in today’s contemporary bathroom 

design. With practical storage solutions in the form of high quality vanity and 

mirrored cabinets to multiple WC options, as well as a beautiful collection of fresh 

modern tiles you need look no further than the Soho Collections.

With all the quality and style from a brand you can trust, the Soho Collections is the 

complete bathroom solution.

Please find details of the full range on the following pages.

IN DETAIL
the complete collection

the Soho Collections ~ Solna

the Soho Collections

B1 = Crystal Grey B3 = Crystal Black B4 = Crystal White PN = Elm Impresso VH = Arizona Oak VJ = Nordic Oak

Solna 1200mm double basin and vanity unit complete

Double basin 1200 x 470mm in white 2 tap hole and vanity 

unit 4 pull out drawers 1180 x 514 x 452mm available in finish-

es B1, B3, B4, PN, VH, VJ 

(see finish details at bottom of this page and replace the xx in 

product code for required finish code)

SAVE29.xx.01

Solna 1000mm basin and vanity unit complete

Basin 1000 x 470mm in white 1 tap hole and vanity unit 2 pull 

out drawers 980 x 514 x 452mm available in finishes B1, B3, B4, 

PN, VH, VJ 

(see finish details at bottom of this page and replace the xx in 

product code for required finish code)

SAVE03.xx.01

Solna 800mm basin and vanity unit complete

Basin 800 x 470mm in white 1 tap hole and vanity unit 2 pull 

out drawers 780 x 514 x 452mm available in finishes B1, B3, B4, 

PN, VH, VJ 

(see finish details at bottom of this page and replace the xx in 

product code for required finish code)

SAVE05.xx.01

Solna 600mm basin and vanity unit complete

Basin 600 x 470mm in white 1 tap hole and vanity unit 2 pull 

out drawers 580 x 514 x 452mm available in finishes B1, B3, B4, 

PN, VH, VJ 

(see finish details at bottom of this page and replace the xx in 

product code for required finish code)

SAVE09.xx.01

Solna 550mm basin and vanity unit complete

Basin 550 x 370mm in white 1 tap hole and vanity unit 1 

hinged door 530 x 514 x 352mm available in finishes B1, B3, B4, 

PN, VH, VJ 

(see finish details at bottom of this page and replace the xx in 

product code for required finish code)

SAVE11.xx.01 

(hinged LEFT)

SAVE13.xx.01

(hinged RIGHT)

Solna 450mm basin and vanity unit complete

Basin 450 x 370mm in white 1 tap hole and vanity unit 1 

hinged door 430 x 514 x 352mm available in finishes B1, B3, B4, 

PN, VH, VJ 

(see finish details at bottom of this page and replace the xx in 

product code for required finish code)

SAVE15.xx.01 

(hinged LEFT)

SAVE17.xx.01

(hinged RIGHT)

Solna 360mm basin and vanity unit complete

Solna 360mm basin and vanity unit complete

Basin 360 x 220mm in white 1 tap hole and vanity unit 1 

hinged door 340 x 514 x 202mm available in finishes B1, B3, B4, 

PN, VH, VJ 

(see finish details at bottom of this page and replace the xx in 

product code for required finish code)

Basin 360 x 220mm in white 1 tap hole and vanity unit 1 

hinged door 340 x 514 x 202mm available in finishes B1, B3, B4, 

PN, VH, VJ 

(see finish details at bottom of this page and replace the xx in 

product code for required finish code)

SAVE31.xx.01 

(hinged LEFT tap RIGHT)

SAVE33.xx.01

(hinged RIGHT tap RIGHT)

SAVE32.xx.01 

(hinged LEFT tap LEFT)

SAVE34.xx.01

(hinged RIGHT tap LEFT)

* Brassware and accessories shown are for illustration only and are not included.
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the Soho Collections ~ Sohothe Soho Collections ~ Solna

Solna Wall-mounted WC

370 x 530mm WC rimless wall-hung pan & WC-seat with quick-

release and soft-closing seat

370 x 530mm WC rimless wall-hung pan & WC-seat with quick-

release and soft-closing Slimseat

5656.HR.01 

5656.RS.01

Solna Wall-mounted Bidet

370 x 530mm wall-hung bidet

525 x 1120 x 100mm ViConnect bidet frame

5405.00.01 

9221.48.00

Solna Close-coupled WC

370 x 640mm WC rimless floor-standing close-coupled pan 

Cistern with water inlet from the sides or rear with dual-

flushing

Cistern with water inlet from the sides or bottom with dual-

flushing

WC-seat and cover with quick-release and soft-closing

WC-seat and cover Slimseat with quick-release and soft-closing

5644.R0.01 

7758.11.01

7758.71.01

9M77.C1.01

9M87.S1.01

Soho 1300mm double basin

1300 x 485mm double basin in white with 2 tap holes with 

overflow

Pedestal

Trap cover or semi-pedestal

5813.13.01

5250.00.01

5251.00.01

Soho 1000mm basin

1000 x 485mm basin in white with 1 tap hole with overflow

Pedestal

Trap cover or semi-pedestal

5813.10.01

5250.00.01

5251.00.01

Soho 800mm basin

800 x 485mm basin in white with 1 tap hole with overflow

Pedestal

Trap cover or semi-pedestal

5813.80.01

5250.00.01

5251.00.01

Soho 600mm basin

600 x 470mm basin in white with 1 tap hole with overflow

Pedestal

Trap cover or semi-pedestal

5813.60.01

5250.00.01

5251.00.01

Soho 550mm basin

550 x 470mm basin in white with 1 tap hole with overflow

Pedestal

Trap cover or semi-pedestal

5813.55.01

5250.00.01

5251.00.01

Soho 450mm basin

450 x 350mm basin in white with 1 tap hole with overflow

Trap cover or semi-pedestal

5833.45.01

5252.00.01

* Brassware and accessories shown are for illustration only and are not included. * Brassware and accessories shown are for illustration only and are not included.
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the Soho Collections ~ Sohothe Soho Collections ~ Soho

Soho Wall-mounted WC

375 x 565mm WC wall-hung pan

WC-seat with quick-release and soft-closing Standard

WC-seat with quick-release and soft-closing Contract

WC-seat with quick-release and soft-closing Slimseat

5860.10.01 

8095.S1.01

8097.S1.01

8098.S1.01

Soho Back-to-wall WC

370 x 560mm WC back-to-wall pan

WC-seat with quick-release and soft-closing Standard

WC-seat with quick-release and soft-closing Contract

WC-seat with quick-release and soft-closing Slimseat

5867.10.01 

8095.S1.01

8097.S1.01

8098.S1.01

Soho Wall-mounted Compact WC

355 x 480mm WC wall-hung pan compact

WC-seat with quick-release and soft-closing Compact

5864.10.01 

8096.S1.01

Soho Wall-mounted Bidet

370 x 560mm wall-hung bidet

525 x 1120 x 100mm ViConnect bidet frame

5840.00.01 

9221.48.00

Soho Close-coupled WC

370 x 640mm WC floor-standing close-coupled pan 

Cistern with water inlet from the sides or rear with dual-

flushing

Cistern with water inlet from the sides or bottom with dual-

flushing

WC-seat with quick-release and soft-closing Standard

WC-seat with quick-release and soft-closing Contract

WC-seat with quick-release and soft-closing Slimseat

5869.10.01 

5871.11.01

5871.A1.01

8095.S1.01

8097.S1.01

8098.S1.01

Soho Close-coupled back-to-wall WC

370 x 670mm WC floor-standing close-coupled pan fully back-

to-wall

Cistern with water inlet from the sides or rear with dual-

flushing

Cistern with water inlet from the sides or bottom with dual-

flushing

WC-seat with quick-release and soft-closing Standard

WC-seat with quick-release and soft-closing Contract 

WC-seat with quick-release and soft-closing Slimseat

5861.10.01 

5871.11.01

5871.A1.01

8095.S1.01

8097.S1.01

8098.S1.01

DH = Glossy White E1 = Santana Oak E3 = Stone Grey E8 = White Wood

Soho 1300mm double basin and vanity unit

1300 x 485mm double basin in white with 2 tap holes with 

overflow

1250 x 575 x 452mm vanity unit 2 drawer available in finishes 

DH,E1,E3,E8 (see finish details at bottom of this page and 

replace the xx in product code for required finish code)

5813.13.01

8920.13.xx

Soho 1000mm basin and vanity unit

1000 x 485mm basin in white with 1 tap hole with overflow

950 x 575 x 452mm vanity unit 2 drawer available in finishes 

DH,E1,E3,E8 (see finish details at bottom of this page and 

replace the xx in product code for required finish code)

5813.10.01

8920.10.xx

Soho 800mm basin and vanity unit

800 x 485mm basin in white with 1 tap hole with overflow

750 x 575 x 452mm vanity unit 2 drawer available in finishes 

DH,E1,E3,E8 (see finish details at bottom of this page and 

replace the xx in product code for required finish code)

5813.80.01

8920.80.xx

Soho 600mm basin and vanity unit

600 x 470mm basin in white with 1 tap hole with overflow

500 x 575 x 427mm vanity unit 2 drawer available in finishes 

DH,E1,E3,E8 (see finish details at bottom of this page and 

replace the xx in product code for required finish code)

5813.60.01

8920.60.xx

Soho 550mm basin and vanity unit

550 x 470mm basin in white with 1 tap hole with overflow

450 x 575 x 392mm vanity unit 2 drawer available in finishes 

DH,E1,E3,E8 (see finish details at bottom of this page and 

replace the xx in product code for required finish code)

5813.55.01

8920.55.xx

Soho 450mm basin and vanity unit

450 x 350mm basin in white with 1 tap hole with overflow

365 x 445 x 302mm vanity unit 1 LEFT hinged door available in 

finishes DH,E1,E3,E8 (see finish details at bottom of this page 

and replace the xx in product code for required finish code)

5833.45.01

8920.45.xx

* Brassware and accessories shown are for illustration only and are not included. * Brassware and accessories shown are for illustration only and are not included.
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the Soho Collections ~ V-Linethe Soho Collections ~ V-Line

V-Line Wall-mounted WC

375 x 560mm WC rimless wall-hung pan

WC-seat with quick-release and soft-closing (Wrapover)

375 x 560mm WC rimless wall-hung pan complete with 

WC-seat with quick-release and soft-closing (Sandwich)

4615.R0.01 

8M20.S1.01

4615.RL.01

V-Line Close-coupled WC

375 x 700mm WC rimless floor-standing close-coupled pan 

Cistern with water inlet from the sides or rear with dual-

flushing

Cistern with water inlet from the sides or bottom with dual-

flushing

WC-seat with quick-release and soft-closing (Sandwich)

WC-seat with quick-release and soft-closing (Wrapover)

4616.R0.01 

5708.11.01

5708.A1.01

8M19.S1.01

8M20.S1.01

DH = Glossy White E1 = Glossy Grey E3 = Oak Nebraska

* Brassware and accessories shown are for illustration only and are not included. * Brassware and accessories shown are for illustration only and are not included.

V-Line 1300mm double basin and vanity unit complete

Double basin 1300 x 500mm in white 2 tap hole and vanity 

unit 4 pull out drawers 1255 x 618 x 482mm available in 

finishes DH,FP,PJ 

(see finish details at bottom of this page and replace the xx in 

product code for required finish code)

PACK.13.xx01

V-Line 1000mm basin and vanity unit complete

Basin 1000 x 500mm in white 1 tap hole and vanity unit 2 pull 

out drawers 955 x 618 x 482mm available in finishes DH,FP,PJ 

(see finish details at bottom of this page and replace the xx in 

product code for required finish code)

PACK.10.xx01

V-Line 800mm basin and vanity unit complete

Basin 800 x 500mm in white 1 tap hole and vanity unit 2 pull 

out drawers 755 x 618 x 482mm available in finishes DH,FP,PJ 

(see finish details at bottom of this page and replace the xx in 

product code for required finish code)

PACK.80.xx01

V-Line 600mm basin and vanity unit complete

Basin 600 x 500mm in white 1 tap hole and vanity unit 2 pull 

out drawers 555 x 618 x 482mm available in finishes DH,FP,PJ 

(see finish details at bottom of this page and replace the xx in 

product code for required finish code)

PACK.60.xx01

V-Line 500mm basin and vanity unit complete

Basin 500 x 420mm in white 1 tap hole and vanity unit 2 pull 

out drawers 465 x 618 x 406mm available in finishes DH,FP,PJ 

(see finish details at bottom of this page and replace the xx in 

product code for required finish code)

PACK.50.xx01 

V-Line tall cabinbet

Tall cabinet with 1 door 350 x 1743 x 342mm available in 

finishes DH,FP,PJ 

(see finish details at bottom of this page and replace the xx in 

product code for required finish code)

B667.00.xx 

(hinged LEFT)

B667.01.xx 

(hinged RIGHT)

V-Line Wall-mounted Bidet

375 x 560mm wall-hung bidet

525 x 1120 x 100mm ViConnect bidet frame

4415.00.01 

9221.48.00
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the Soho Collections ~ ViConnectthe Soho Collections ~ ViConnect

ViConnect Wall-mounted WC frame and cistern

525 x 1120 x 135mm

Frame system inc dual flush cistern to suit all Soho Collections  

wall-mounted WC’s

FRONT FLUSH

9224.61.00

ViConnect Wall-mounted WC frame and cistern

525 x 985 x 155mm

Frame system inc dual flush cistern to suit all Soho Collections  

wall-mounted WC’s

FRONT & TOP FLUSH

9224.78.00

ViConnect Wall-mounted WC frame and cistern

525 x 820 x 155mm

Frame system inc dual flush cistern to suit all Soho Collections  

wall-mounted WC’s

FRONT & TOP FLUSH

9224.75.00

ViConnect Wall-mounted WC frame and cistern

635 x 1120 x 90mm

Frame system compact inc dual flush cistern to suit all Soho 

Collections  wall-mounted WC’s

FRONT FLUSH

9224.76.00

ViConnect Wall-mounted Bidet frame

525 x 1120 x 100mm

Frame system for bidet to suit all Soho Collections wall 

mounted bidet

9221.48.00

ViConnect concealed cistern

528 x 735 x 124mm

Conceald dual flush cistern to be mounted at 1120 mm high .

Front access to suit any of the SoHo plates or button

9224.83.00

ViConnect concealed cistern

528 x 820 x 150mm

Conceald dual flush cistern to be mounted at 820 mm high .

Front or top access to suit any of the SoHo plates or button

9224.73.00

ViConnect flush plate

205 x 145 x 22mm

E100 Chrome dual flush plate

9224.85.61

ViConnect flush plate

253 x 145 x 10mm

E200 Chrome dual flush plate

9224.90.61

ViConnect flush plate

253 x 145 x 20mm

E300 Chrome dual flush plate

9221.80.61
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the Soho Collections ~ Mirrors&Cabinetsthe Soho Collections ~ Bathing

Extended bath waste and overflow in chrome

Extended bath filler, waste and overflow in chrome

9095.04.61

9060.03.61

Soho Collections Quaryl® 1.0 rectangular solo bath

1600 x 700mm bath in white (requires extended bath waste 

and overflow

1700 x 700mm bath in white (requires extended bath waste 

and overflow)

1700 x 750mm bath in white (requires extended bath waste 

and overflow)

1800 x 800mm bath in white (requires extended bath waste 

and overflow)

8088.16.01

8088.07.01

8088.17.01

8088.18.01

Extended bath waste and overflow in chrome

Extended bath filler, waste and overflow in chrome

9095.04.61

9060.03.61

Soho Collections Quaryl® 1.0 rectangular duo bath

1900 x 900mm bath in white (requires extended bath waste 

and overflow)

8088.19.01

Water inlet conversion kitUPCON0136

Soho Collections Quaryl® 2.0 rectangular duo bath

1700 x 750mm bath in white (includes extended bath waste 

and overflow)

1800 x 800mm bath in white (includes extended bath waste 

and overflow)

8090.17.01

8090.18.01

Water inlet conversion kitUPCON0136

Soho Collections Quaryl® 2.0 back-to-wall duo bath

1800 x 800mm bath in white (includes extended bath waste 

and overflow)

8090.18C.01

Push-to-open valve without overflow8861.01.61

Soho Collections Quaryl® free-standing solo bath

1550x750mm bath in white (excludes bath waste or overflow)8091.15.01

Push-to-open valve without overflow8861.01.61

Soho Collections Quaryl® free-standing duo bath

1750x800mm bath in white (excludes bath waste or overflow)8091.17.01

V-Line mirror

1000 x 1000 x 20mm mirror with fastening set

800 x 1000 x 20mm mirror with fastening set

600 x 1000 x 20mm mirror with fastening set

F620.10.00

F620.80.00

F620.60.00

Soho illuminated mirror

1300 x 600 x 30mm LED illuminated mirror with fastening set

1000 x 600 x 30mm LED illuminated mirror with fastening set

800 x 600 x 30mm LED illuminated mirror with fastening set

600 x 600 x 30mm LED illuminated mirror with fastening set

500 x 600 x 30mm LED illuminated mirror with fastening set

450 x 600 x 30mm LED illuminated mirror with fastening set

A430.A2.00

A430.A4.00

A430.A5.00

A430.A6.00

A430.A7.00

A430.A8.00

V-Line mirror cabinet

1307 x 810 x 224mm 3 door mirror cabinet with LED lightingA441.G3.00

Soho mirror cabinet

1300 x 740 x 159mm 3 door mirror cabinet with  lightingA357.GD.00

Soho mirror cabinet

1000 x 740 x 159mm 2 door mirror cabinet with  lighting

800 x 740 x 159mm 2 door mirror cabinet with  lighting

600 x 740 x 159mm 2 door mirror cabinet with  lighting

A356.GA.00

A356.G8.00

A356.G6.00

Soho mirror cabinet

500 x 740 x 159mm single door mirror cabinet with  lighting

RIGHT hinged

500 x 740 x 159mm single door mirror cabinet with  lighting

LEFT hinged

A354.G5.00

A355.G5.00

V-Line mirror cabinet

1007 x 746/810 x 150/224mm 2 door mirror cabinet with LED 

lighting

807 x 746/810 x 150/224mm 2 door mirror cabinet with LED 

lighting

607 x 746/810 x 150/224mm 2 door mirror cabinet with LED 

lighting

A440.G1.00

A439.G8.00

A439.G6.00

This bath is supplied with the overflow 

hole undrilled. A tool is supplied to drill 

the hole in one of three positions upon 

installation.
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the Soho Collections ~ Brasswarethe Soho Collections ~ Brassware

Soho 1.0 basin mixer

Basin mixer in chrome with pop-up waste

Basin mixer in chrome without pop-up waste

33.500.935.00

33.521.935.00

Soho 1.0 handshower

Handshower with holder in chrome27.805.935.00

Soho 1.0 sliding rail kit

Handshower, hose and 800mm sliding rail in chrome 26.403.969.00

Soho 1.0 wall outlet

Wall outlet 90 degree in chrome28.450.935.00

Soho 1.0 showerhead and arm

Rain showerhead and arm in chrome requires concealed wall 

elbow

Concealed wall elbow

28.649.960.00

35.085.970.90

Soho 1.0 shower/bath mixer single outlet

Single outlet thermostatic mixer finish set  in chrome requires 

concealed part

Concealed part requires finish set

36.425.969.00

35.426.970.90

Soho 1.0 shower/bath mixer dual outlet

Dual outlet thermostatic mixer finish set  in chrome requires 

concealed part

Concealed part requires finish set

36.426.969.00

35.426.970.90

Soho 1.0 shower/bath mixer triple outlet

Triple outlet thermostatic mixer finish set  in chrome requires 

concealed part

Concealed part requires finish set

36.427.969.00

35.428.970.90

Soho 1.0 bath shower mixer

Bath shower mixer valve with shower outlet in chrome requires 

handset and hose

33.200.935.00

Soho 1.0 showerhead and arm

Rain showerhead and arm in chrome requires concealed wall 

elbow

Concealed wall elbow

28.786.960.00

35.085.970.90
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the Soho Collections ~ Brasswarethe Soho Collections ~ Brassware

Soho 2.0 basin mixer

Basin mixer 135mm in chrome with pop-up waste

Basin mixer 135mm in chrome without pop-up waste

Basin mixer 135mm in black with pop-up waste

Basin mixer 135mm in black without pop-up waste

33.500.960.00

33.521.960.00

33.500.960.33

33.521.960.33

Soho 2.0 basin mixer

Basin mixer 105mm projection in chrome without pop-up 

waste

Basin mixer 105mm projection in black without pop-up waste

33.525.960.00

33.525.960.33

Soho 2.0 bath shower mixer

3 hole deck mounted bath mixer and pull-out handshower and 

hose in chrome

3 hole deck mounted bath mixer and pull-out handshower and 

hose in black

27.412.960.00

27.412.960.33

Soho 2.0 bath shower mixer

Free-standing bath shower mixer in chrome requires 

concealed part

Free-standing bath shower mixer in black requires concealed 

part

Free-standing bath shower mixer concealed part

25.863.960.00

25.963.960.33

35.945.970.90

Soho 2.0 bath spout

Cascade wall spout in chrome requires concealed part

Concealed wall elbow

13.410.965.00

35.085.970.90

Soho 2.0 basin mixer

Wall mounted basin mixer valve and spout finish set in chrome 

requires concealed part 

Wall mounted basin mixer valve and spout finish set in black 

requires concealed part

Basin mixer concealed part for valve fitted RIGHT

36.860.960.00

36.812.960.33

35.860.970.90

Soho 2.0 bidet mixer

Bidet mixer in chrome

Bidet mixer in black

33.600.960.00

33.600.960.33

Soho 2.0 shower/bath mixer single outlet

Single outlet thermostatic mixer finish set  in chrome requires 

concealed part

Concealed part requires finish set

36.425.960.00

35.426.970.90

Soho 2.0 shower/bath mixer dual outlet

Dual outlet thermostatic mixer finish set  in chrome requires 

concealed part

Dual outlet thermostatic mixer finish set  in black requires 

concealed part

Concealed part requires finish set

36.426.960.00

36.426.960.33

35.426.970.90

Soho 2.0 showerhead and arm

Rain showerhead and arm in chrome requires concealed wall 

elbow

Rain showerhead and arm in black requires concealed wall 

elbow

Concealed wall elbow

28.649.960.00

28.649.960.33

35.085.970.90

Soho 2.0 handshower

Handshower with holder in chrome

Handshower with holder in black

27.806.960.00

27.806.960.33

Soho 2.0 sliding rail kit

Handshower, hose and 800mm sliding rail in chrome

Handshower, hose and 800mm sliding rail in black

26.403.969.00

26.403.969.33

Soho 2.0 wall outlet

Wall outlet 90 degree in chrome

Wall outlet 90 degree in black

28.450.960.00

28.450.960.33

Soho 2.0 showerhead and arm

Rain showerhead and arm in chrome requires concealed wall 

elbow

Rain showerhead and arm in black requires concealed wall 

elbow

Concealed wall elbow

28.786.960.00

28.786.960.33

35.085.970.90
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the Soho Collections ~ Brasswarethe Soho Collections ~ Brassware

Soho 3.0 basin mixer

Basin mixer 140mm in chrome with pop-up waste

Basin mixer 140mm in chrome without pop-up waste

33.500.965.00

33.521.965.00

Soho 3.0 basin mixer

Soho 3.0 basin mixer

Basin mixer 115mm projection in chrome without pop-up 

waste

Basin mixer raised in chrome without pop-up waste

33.525.965.00

33.534.965.00

Soho 3.0 bath shower mixer

3 hole deck mounted bath mixer and pull-out handshower and 

hose in chrome

27.412.965.00

Soho 3.0 bath shower mixer

Free-standing bath shower mixer in chrome requires 

concealed part

Free-standing bath shower mixer concealed part

25.863.965.00

35.945.970.90

Soho 3.0 basin mixer

Wall mounted basin mixer valve and spout finish set in chrome 

requires concealed part

Basin mixer concealed part for valve fitted RIGHT

36.860.965.00

35.860.970.90

Soho Collections soap dispenser

Liquid soap dispenser in opal glass / chrome

Liquid soap dispenser in opal glass / black

83.435.965.00

83.435.965.33

Soho Collections soap dispenser

Tumbler and holder in glass / chrome

Tumbler and holder in opal glass / black

83.400.960.00

83.400.960.33

Soho Collections robe hook

Robe hook in chrome

Robe hook in black

83.251.960.00

83.251.960.33

Soho Collections toilet paper holder

Toilet paper holder (open form) in chrome

Toilet paper holder (open form) in black

83.500.960.00

83.500.960.33

Soho Collections toilet brush and holder

Toilet brush and holder in opal glass / chrome

Toilet brush and holder in opal glass / black

83.900.969.00

83.900.969.33
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The Soho Collections tile ranges finish the look of your project. High quality strong 

and long lasting finishes are the trademark of Villeroy&Boch ceramic tiles.

Please find details of the full range on the following pages.

IN DETAIL
the tile collection

the Soho Collections

the Soho Collections ~ Natural Blend

Tile Code:

Dimensions:

Surface Finish:

Material:

Tiles per box:

Tiles per M2:

Tile Code:

Dimensions:

Surface Finish:

Material:

Tiles per box:

Tiles per M2:

30 x 60cm White 30 x 60cm Golden Sand 30 x 60cm Sunny Cliff

30 x 60cm Stone Grey

1581.LY00

297 x 597 x 9mm

Matt

Non-vitreous

9 tiles (1.62m2)

5.56 tiles

1581.LY10

297 x 597 x 9mm

Matt

Non-vitreous

9 tiles (1.62m2)

5.56 tiles

2394.LY20

297 x 597 x 10mm

Matt

Porcelain

6 tiles (1.08m2)

5.56 tiles

2394.LY60

297 x 597 x 10mm

Matt

Porcelain

6 tiles (1.08m2)

5.56 tiles

Tile Code:

Dimensions:

Surface Finish:

Material:

Tiles per box:

Tiles per M2:

1.6 x 60cm Sunny Cliff 1.6 x 60cm Stone Grey

60 x 60cm Sunny Cliff 60 x 60cm Stone Grey

2024.LY20

297 x 597 x 10mm

Matt

Porcelain

4 sheets (0.72m2)

5.56 sheets

2024.LY60

297 x 597 x 10mm

Matt

Porcelain

4 sheets (0.72m2)

5.56 sheets

2660.LY20

597 x 597 x 10mm

Matt

Porcelain

4 tiles (1.44m2)

2.78 tiles

2660.LY60

597 x 597 x 10mm

Matt

Porcelain

4 tiles (1.44m2)

2.78 tiles

R10Tile is ONLY suitable for use on walls!

Tile has been squared and cut to exact sizes

Tile is a multi-piece mosaic sheet on a mesh backingTile is slip-rated to R10 standards

Tile is slip-rated to R9 standards

FOR USE

ON WALLS

ONLY!

FOR USE

ON WALLS

ONLY!
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the Soho Collections ~ Ombrathe Soho Collections ~ Nocturne

R10Tile is ONLY suitable for use on walls!

Tile has been squared and cut to exact sizes

Tile is a multi-piece mosaic sheet on a mesh backingTile is slip-rated to R10 standards

Tile is slip-rated to R9 standards

Tile Code:

Dimensions:

Surface Finish:

Material:

Tiles per box:

Tiles per M2:

60 x 120cm White Polished
60 x 120cm White Gold 
Polished 60 x 120cm Black Polished

2730.ZN1P

597 x 1197 x 9mm

Marble texture - polished

Glazed porcelain stoneware

2 tiles (1.44m2)

1.39 tiles

2730.ZN2P

597 x 1197 x 9mm

Marble texture - polished

Glazed porcelain stoneware

2 tiles (1.44m2)

1.39 tiles

2730.ZN9P

597 x 1197 x 9mm

Marble texture - polished

Glazed porcelain stoneware

2 tiles (1.44m2)

1.39 tiles

Tile Code:

Dimensions:

Surface Finish:

Material:

Tiles per box:

Tiles per M2:

60 x 60cm White Polished
60 x 60cm White Gold 
Polished 60 x 60cm Black Polished

2660.ZN1P

597 x 597 x 9mm

Marble texture - polished

Glazed porcelain stoneware

3 tiles (1.08m2)

2.78 tiles

2660.ZN2P

597 x 597 x 9mm

Marble texture - polished

Glazed porcelain stoneware

3 tiles (1.08m2)

2.78 tiles

2660.ZN9P

597 x 597 x 9mm

Marble texture - polished

Glazed porcelain stoneware

3 tiles (1.08m2)

2.78 tiles

Tile Code:

Dimensions:

Surface Finish:

Material:

Tiles per box:

Tiles per M2:

Tile Code:

Dimensions:

Surface Finish:

Material:

Tiles per box:

Tiles per M2:

30 x 90cm White

30 x 90cm Grey

30 x 90cm White Decor

30 x 90cm Grey Decor

30 x 90cm White Design
Decor

30 x 90cm Grey Design
Decor

1310.IA01

297 x 897 x 10mm

Matt concrete texture

Non-vitreous

5 tiles (1.35m2)

3.70 tiles

1310.IA03

297 x 897 x 10mm

Matt concrete texture

Non-vitreous

5 tiles (1.35m2)

3.70 tiles

1310.IA11

297 x 897 x 10mm

Matt concrete texture

Non-vitreous

4 tiles (1.08m2)

3.70 tiles

1310.IA31

297 x 897 x 10mm

Matt concrete texture

Non-vitreous

4 tiles (1.08m2)

3.70 tiles

1310.IA12

297 x 897 x 10mm

Matt concrete texture

Non-vitreous

4 tiles (1.08m2)

3.70 tiles

1310.IA32

297 x 897 x 10mm

Matt concrete texture

Non-vitreous

4 tiles (1.08m2)

3.70 tiles

Tile Code:

Dimensions:

Surface Finish:

Material:

Tiles per box:

Tiles per M2:

60 x 60cm Silver 60 x 60cm Iron

2660.BM06

597 x 597 x 10mm

Matt relief

Porcelain

4 tiles (1.44m2)

2.78 tiles

2660.BM40

597 x 597 x 10mm

Matt relief

Porcelain

4 tiles (1.44m2)

2.78 tiles

R10 R10

FOR USE

ON WALLS

ONLY!

FOR USE

ON WALLS

ONLY!

FOR USE

ON WALLS

ONLY!

FOR USE

ON WALLS

ONLY!

FOR USE

ON WALLS

ONLY!

FOR USE

ON WALLS

ONLY!
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the Soho Collections ~ Townhousethe Soho Collections ~ Townhouse

R10Tile is ONLY suitable for use on walls!

Tile has been squared and cut to exact sizes

Tile is a multi-piece mosaic sheet on a mesh backingTile is slip-rated to R10 standards

Tile is slip-rated to R9 standards

Tile Code:

Dimensions:

Surface Finish:

Material:

Tiles per box:

Tiles per M2:

Tile Code:

Dimensions:

Surface Finish:

Material:

Tiles per box:

20 x 60cm White

10 x 60cm Biege 10 x 60cm Grey 10 x 60cm Anthracite

20 x 60cm Beige 20 x 60cm Grey

1260.LC00

197 x 597 x 9mm

Matt

Non-vitreous

9 tiles (1.08m2)

8.33 tiles

1346.LC11

97 x 597 x 9mm

Matt

Non-vitreous

12 tiles (7.19 linear meters)

1346.LC61

97 x 597 x 9mm

Matt

Non-vitreous

12 tiles (7.19 linear meters)

1346.LC91

97 x 597 x 9mm

Matt

Non-vitreous

12 tiles (7.19 linear meters)

1260.LC10

197 x 597 x 9mm

Matt

Non-vitreous

9 tiles (1.08m2)

8.33 tiles

1260.LC60

197 x 597 x 9mm

Matt

Non-vitreous

9 tiles (1.08m2)

8.33 tiles

Tile Code:

Dimensions:

Surface Finish:

Material:

Tiles per box:

Tiles per M2:

30 x 60cm Biege 30 x 60cm Grey 30 x 60cm Anthracite

2366.LC15

297 x 597 x 10mm

Matt relief

Porcelain

6 tiles (1.08m2)

5.56 tiles

2366.LC65

297 x 597 x 10mm

Matt relief

Porcelain

6 tiles (1.08m2)

5.56 tiles

2366.LC95

297 x 597 x 10mm

Matt relief

Porcelain

6 tiles (1.08m2)

5.56 tiles

Tile Code:

Dimensions:

Surface Finish:

Material:

Tiles per box:

Tiles per M2:

60 x 60cm Biege 60 x 60cm Grey 60 x 60cm Anthracite

2364.LC15

597 x 597 x 10mm

Matt relief

Porcelain

4 tiles (1.44m2)

2.78 tiles

2364.LC65

597 x 597 x 10mm

Matt relief

Porcelain

4 tiles (1.44m2)

2.78 tiles

2364.LC95

597 x 597 x 10mm

Matt relief

Porcelain

4 tiles (1.44m2)

2.78 tiles

FOR USE

ON WALLS

ONLY!

FOR USE

ON WALLS

ONLY!

FOR USE

ON WALLS

ONLY!

FOR USE

ON WALLS

ONLY!

FOR USE

ON WALLS

ONLY!

FOR USE

ON WALLS

ONLY!
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the Soho Collections ~ Unit Fourthe Soho Collections ~ Unit Four

R10Tile is ONLY suitable for use on walls!

Tile has been squared and cut to exact sizes

Tile is a multi-piece mosaic sheet on a mesh backingTile is slip-rated to R10 standards

Tile is slip-rated to R9 standards

Tile Code:

Dimensions:

Surface Finish:

Material:

Tiles per box:

Tiles per M2:

30 x 60cm Creme 30 x 60cm Grey

1599.CT10

297 x 597 x 9mm

Matt

Non-vitreous

9 tiles (1.62m2)

5.56 tiles

1599.CT60

297 x 597 x 9mm

Matt

Non-vitreous

9 tiles (1.62m2)

5.56 tiles

Tile Code:

Dimensions:

Surface Finish:

Material:

Tiles per box:

Tiles per M2:

Tile Code:

Dimensions:

Surface Finish:

Material:

Tiles per box:

Tiles per M2:

30 x 60cm Creme

30 x 60cm Dark Grey

30 x 60cm Greige 30 x 60cm Light Grey

2360.CT10

297 x 597 x 10mm

Matt relief

Porcelain

6 tiles (1.08m2)

5.56 tiles

2360.CT62

297 x 597 x 10mm

Matt relief

Porcelain

6 tiles (1.08m2)

5.56 tiles

2360.CT70

297 x 597 x 10mm

Matt relief

Porcelain

6 tiles (1.08m2)

5.56 tiles

2360.CT60

297 x 597 x 10mm

Matt relief

Porcelain

6 tiles (1.08m2)

5.56 tiles

R10

R10

R10 R10

Tile Code:

Dimensions:

Surface Finish:

Material:

Tiles per box:

Tiles per M2:

60 x 60cm Creme 60 x 60cm Light Grey 60 x 60cm Dark Grey

2361.CT70

597 x 597 x 10mm

Matt relief

Porcelain

4 tiles (1.44m2)

2.78 tiles

2361.CT60

597 x 597 x 10mm

Matt relief

Porcelain

4 tiles (1.44m2)

2.78 tiles

2361.CT62

597 x 597 x 10mm

Matt relief

Porcelain

4 tiles (1.44m2)

2.78 tiles

R10 R10 R10

Tile Code:

Dimensions:

Surface Finish:

Material:

Tiles per box:

Tiles per M2:

Tile Code:

Dimensions:

Surface Finish:

Material:

Tiles per box:

Tiles per M2:

30 x 30cm Creme

30 x 30cm Dark Grey

30 x 30cm Greige 30 x 30cm Light Grey

2363.CT10

298 x 298 x 10mm

Matt relief

Porcelain

11 sheets (1.00m2)

11 sheets

2363.CT62

298 x 298 x 10mm

Matt relief

Porcelain

11 sheets (1.00m2)

11 sheets

2363.CT70

298 x 298 x 10mm

Matt relief

Porcelain

11 sheets (1.00m2)

11 sheets

2363.CT60

298 x 298 x 10mm

Matt relief

Porcelain

11 sheets (1.00m2)

11 sheets

R10

R10

R10 R10

60 x 60cm Creme

2361.CT10

597 x 597 x 10mm

Matt relief

Porcelain

4 tiles (1.44m2)

2.78 tiles

R10

FOR USE

ON WALLS

ONLY!

FOR USE

ON WALLS

ONLY!
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VILLEROY&BOCH

UNITED KINGDOM

Villeroy&Boch
Chelsea Design Centre, Design Centre East
Unit 306-308
London SW10 0XF

Tel. +44 (0) 20 8871 4028

Your consultant
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Copyright Villeroy&Boch | Brausch & Co (UK) Limited | DHL Bathroom Supplies Limited
Brausch & Co (UK) Ltd and DHL Bathroom Supplies Ltd reserves the right to alter prices and specifications without notice. 

Brausch & Co (UK) Ltd and DHL Bathroom Supplies Ltd has made every effort to ensure the accuracy of information but does not accept liability for any errors or omissions.


